
•	 Around	50%	of	the	plastic	that	people	use	are	
used	only	once.	They	are	then	thrown	away	as	
waste.

•	 The	amount	of	plastic	that	is	thrown	away	
annually	can	circle	the	earth	four	times.	

•	 Every	piece	of	plastic	that	was	ever	produced	
still	exists.

•	 One	million	sea	birds	and	100,000	marine	
mammals	die	each	year	from	eating	plastic.

•	 It	takes	around	500-1,000	years	for	plastic	to	
degrade.

•	 500	billion	plastic	bags	are	used	in	a	year	
globally.

•	 One	in	three	leatherback	turtles,	which	often	
mistake	plastic	bags	for	jellyfish,	have	been	
found	with	plastic	in	their	bellies.

•	 A	dead	whale	beached	on	Norway’s	coast	had	
30	plastic	bags	in	its	stomach.

•	 Talking	to	your	family	and	friends	
about	why	plastic	is	bad	can	help	
reduce	the	use	of	plastic!

Ref.	WWF



Dedicated to Her Majesty The Gyaltsuen,
the Royal Patron of Environment, 
on Her Majesty’s Birth Anniversary, 
June 4, 2017. 
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Be a proud non-plastic user!
 
simple and effortless things we put in place can help resolve plastic bag pollution
 
self imposed ban
If possible, do not use any plastic bag. You are helping the advocacy against plastic bag pollution. 
Take pride in it!
 
look for eco-friendly bags
There are environment friendly bags. When you go to the grocery store, take your own bag. Be 
proud to refuse the one the shopkeepers offer!
 
reuse
If ever one lands at your house, use it again. Tell shopkeepers with pride that you have your own!
 
donate
There are people making income from recycling plastic. Be proud to donate your used plastic to 
them!
 
right waste right place
If you have to throw one, do it in the right place.
 
demand
Ask your parents, school and authorities for proper garbage bins to segregate your waste.
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My name is Plastikos
I am a plastic bag
I am strong; I don’t die easily
Rain or sun, I stay alive



2 3

As you see, I am all around you
But, let me tell you 
You will never have a clue
About how bad I can be to you



2 3

I come in many shapes and sizes
I am a bag, I am a bottle 
I carry your food and your drink
And even the tshog you take to offer 



4 5

Like a true and loyal servant
I serve you without complain
Left on my own, I can be unpleasant
And cause you a lot of pain

5
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I love teasing brains and blocking drains
And making your surroundings dirty
Whether in the hills or in the plains
My job is to make everything look filthy
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Dump me in stream or the river
You will see many plants and animals disappear.
Marine creatures shake and shiver
This could be your biggest blunder!
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Reach me to the landfill
Far from the town in full or halves
Sit and wait like a bait I will,
To choke to death the cows and their calves.
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Burn me and I will pollute the air
Letting the wind blow my fumes miles away
Bury me and I will wait for you there
Until you regret and start to pray

988
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Down in the valley or high on a hill
Wherever I’m strewn without a care
Like an overflowing landfill
I’ll reach you each and everywhere
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But there lies an old simple trick.
If we can make it a choice
To take me off the shopping list
And let us all rejoice
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If there is at all the need to pack
Find my mates, the jute and cotton bag
Stronger and reusable they are
It is all there at the bazaar
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Separate and segregate all our waste.
Tell all your friends, kith and kin.
One at a time and let’s not haste.
Put me in the bins and tins, and let’s begin.
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Best of all, is saying NO! to me
Live without me until you grow old
That’s the secret to setting us free
From an ugly plastic-filled world

131212
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